Message from Zuni Incident Command Team

April 17, 2020

We would like to take this time to inform the community that we have been working closely with all entities within the Tribal Organizations, Ramah/Zuni Indian Health Service and local stores in response to COVID-19. Our number one priority is public and first responder safety; we understand that community is continuing to express concerns through multiple communication channels.

We want everyone to understand that we all have a responsibility to perform task that are assigned. Each task that are being implemented were developed through a planning process, each plan has time frames for task to be implemented. Local Law Enforcement and Local Stores have received guidance through our command centers and are only doing their part; these guidance’s are in place for the safety of everyone and to limit exposure risk.

During these challenging times we want to express our upmost appreciation to all our frontline workers who are putting in long hours to keep the community safe and to the families who have love ones on the front lines we say thank you.

Incident Commander
Zuni Incident Management Team